II
Let me turn immediately to the first objection to Pascal's argument. Discussing it will help clarify what he is actually claiming. The criticism usually voiced against Pascal at this point is that our beliefs are not under our control. There is no way that people who do not believe in God can consciously and voluntarily, so to speak, make themselves believe in God. Merely pretending that you believe something that you do not in fact believe will not make you believe it. Now our beliefs frequently do change, but this is normally because the relevant evidence changes. Perhaps at one time I believe that Jones is a poor conversationalist, but later, after a talk with her, I change my min d. Perhaps at one time I believe that the Buddhist notion of co-dependent origination is incoherent, but later, after a conversation with the professor of Asian philosophy, I change my mind. But it does not seem that we can change our beliefs just because we want to do so. Thus David Hume says: 'We may, therefore, conclude, that belief consists merely in a certain feeling or sentiment; in something that depends not on the will, but must arise from certain determinate causes and principles, of which we are not masters. 2 Let us be clear on exactly what Pascal is claiming. Consider a proposition p which I do not believe but would like to believe. (Let us assume that I understand p.) The question then is: can I come to believe p not because of evidence or arguments in favour of p but because I want to believe p, where I want to believe p because I understand that it is in my interest to believe p? Pascal seems to be suggesting that I can successfully make myself believe p as long as four criteria are satisfied:
(X) The truth or falsity of p is not discoverable by reason.
(2) I strongly desire to believe p.
(3) I understand that belief in p is warranted for me because of prudential considerations.
(4) I act as if I believe p.3
Let us call this elaborate claim -the claim that under these conditions I can cause myself to believe a given proposition-'Pascal's doctrine'.4
The first criterion of Pascal's doctrine should be interpreted as meaning that p is not the sort of claim for or against which there exists conclusive evidence. This criterion is important because it rules out counterexamples like the following: Suppose an eccentric millionaire who owns an infallible lie detecting machine offers me a million dollars if I can make myself genuinely believe that somewhere hidden in the college gymnasium is a 20 foot tall rhinoceros covered with pink polka dots. I suspect that no matter how hard I tried, I could not make myself believe this proposition. But even if my suspicion is well founded, this has no tendency to refute Pascal's doctrine. For the fact that there is no such rhinoceros hidden in the gymnasium is discoverable by reason (where 'reason' is interpreted broadly to include experience as well). Now what Pascal wants us to believe is the existence of God. And early in the Wager argument he makes clear his view that we possess no conclusive evidence for, or proof of, the existence of God. As he says, God is ' infinitely incomprehensible '. We are ' incapable of knowing either what He is or if He is... Reason can decide nothing here'. So the existence of God is something that is undecidable by reason, and so satisfies the first criterion of Pascal's doctrine.
The second criterion is important because it rules out counter-examples like the following: Suppose an eccentric millionaire with an infallible lie detecting machine offers me a million dollars if I can make myself genuinely believe that my life will be a miserable and unhappy failure, million dollars or not. Since I have no strong desire (or no desire at all) to believe that, the suggested counter-example has no relevance to Pascal's doctrine.
The third criterion is important because it entails that I understand that my believing p is warranted. This warrant is prudential rather than evidential, but it is or can be rational warrant nonetheless. (I will not explore here the difficult epistemological issue of the relationship between prudential and evidential warrant.) So Pascal's doctrine has nothing to do with my coming to believe propositions that have little bearing on my own interests, e.g. that Smithson ought not to be elected dog catcher of Yankton, South Dakota. Another point emerges here: since it is rationally warranted for me to believe in God, then clearly what prevents me from believing, and what must be overcome, are non-rational factors.6 Pascal calls them passions, by which he seems to mean emotions or dispositions that attract people to worldly things. Unbelief, then, is a matter of habit.
The fourth criterion needs some spelling out. What does it mean to ' act as if you believe p'? Fortunately Pascal gives us some illustrations. Where p is ' God exists ', Pascal says that ' acting as if you believe p ' means doing things that believers in God do, e.g. having masses said and taking holy water. In other words, I need to change my bad habits, form new dispositions. If I want to cause myself to believe p I ought to behave as those who believe p behave. Perhaps I could not only attend religious services (as Pascal envisions them doing) but also change my moral behaviour. I could do my best to become (as Pascal says) 'faithful, honest, humble, grateful, generous, a sincere friend, truthful'.
Going beyond Pascal's specific advice, it seems that I could also: associate regularly with believers, commit myself publicly to the religious life, look for evidence that supports the existence of God, have long conversations with intelligent apologists for belief in God, never question or criticize the central claims or practices of religion, look for new interpretations of the evidence that causes me to doubt, read the books of great theologians, etc.6 (It should also be pointed out that making selective choices about evidence -to whom to listen, which books to read, what evidence to consider -is something that people do, sometimes unconsciously, in virtually all epistemic situations. Nobody has the time or ability to consider all the relevant evidence.)
Pascal was saying, then, that if these criteria are satisfied, I will (or, perhaps, probably will) come to believe p. It is important to note that he was not saying that I can make myself believe p directly (i.e., simply decide to believe p). Perhaps Hume was right about that. Pascal was instead saying that under the stated circumstances I can take certain steps that will (indirectly) bring it about that I believe p. He did not say how long the process would take. In his advice to have masses said and take holy water he seems perhaps to have been envisioning a process that would take a certain amount of time. It would be surprising if I came sincerely to believe p after attending mass once. Perhaps it would take months or years of my 'acting as if I believed' before I genuinely believed. Surely how long it will take and what kind of practices would be required will differ from person to person. But Pascal's doctrine entails that it will (or, perhaps, probably will) happen. Eventually I will come to believe p.
I am going to assume that Pascal's doctrine, understood in the nuanced way that I believe he intended, is correct. The question is not strictly or completely a philosophical one, but it does seem that there is good reason to believe it. It is, I believe, a psychological fact about human beings that given the stated conditions we can make ourselves believe a proposition we did not originally believe. Pascal's doctrine seems sensible; to some extent our beliefs are caused by our experiences; and to some extent we can exercise control over the experiences we have. It seems to follow, then, that to some extent our beliefs are under our control.
A final matter must be addressed before proceeding to the second criticism: despite the point made at the end of the third paragraph of this paper, perhaps Pascal's doctrine was meant by him to apply not to any proposition but only to one proposition, namely, God exists. For Pascal followed Christian tradition in holding that faith is a gift of God rather than the result of human effort.8 Perhaps then he envisioned his doctrine working not because of natural or psychological laws about human nature but because of divine activity. God will honour those who truly want to believe and who act on that desire; God will help them abate their passions and will grant them the gift of faith.
III
Let me now turn to the second criticism of Pascal's doctrine; it is also frequently found in discussions of the Wager argument. The claim is that to follow Pascal's advice, to try to cause myself to come to believe a proposition I do not now believe, is intellectually dishonest; it is to violate the ethics of belief. To pretend that I believe something that I do not in fact believe is a kind of self-deception, a way of lying to myself. J. L. Mackie, for example, admits that Pascal's doctrine is true ('indirect voluntary belief is possible') but argues that to attempt to cause myself to believe in God is 'a hopeful delusion, a self-deception'. He says: Deliberately to make oneself believe, by such techniques as he suggests -essentially by playing tricks on oneself that are found by experience to work upon people's passions and to give rise to belief in nonrational ways -is to do violence to one's reason and understanding... In deliberately cultivating non-rational belief, one would be suppressing one's critical faculties ... To decide to cultivate belief in God, when, epistemically, the odds are n to one against his existing, and n is some large number, is deliberately to reject all rational principles of belief in uncertainty. But Mackie's criticism is based on a misinterpretation of Pascal. Pascal is not recommending ' non-rational belief'. (I take the term ' non-rational belief' -as Mackie apparently does -to refer to beliefs in propositions that are highly improbable or contrary to the preponderance of available evidence.) In the first place, as we have seen, Pascal's doctrine is only concerned with propositions in which belief is warranted (although that warrant is prudential). In the second place, as we have also seen, Pascal's doctrine is limited to propositions whose truth or falsity is not discoverable by reason. So the doctrine has no relevance to non-rational beliefs like, 'Next winter it will never once rain in Los Angeles', o r 'Ted Kennedy will one day be president'. Nor does Pascal anywhere in the Wager argument make any judgement about the odds for or against the proposition ' God exists '. Thus Pascal's doctrine is not even relevant to the question of whether or not one should ever cause oneself to come to believe a proposition against whose truth the odds are n to one (where n is some large number).10
Nevertheless, the criticism of Pascal's doctrine that we are considering can be formulated quite apart from the error Mackie has made. The criticism will simply say that it is irrational, or intellectually immoral, under any circumstances to believe a proposition for prudential reasons alone. (Perhaps this was what Mackie had in mind anyway.) Though not directed specifically against Pascal, this certainly seems the thrust of W. K. Clifford's famous dictum: 'It is wrong always, everywhere, and for anyone to believe anything upon insufficient evidence.'
A counter-example might even be suggested: Suppose an eccentric millionaire who owns an infallible lie detecting machine offers me a million dollars if I can make myself genuinely believe that it will rain in Los Angeles on A.D. 25 April 2031. Even if I could make myself believe this proposition -so the objection would run -to do so would be an immoral affront to reason, a violation of the ethics of belief. What I ought to do is simply suspend judgement on the truth or falsity of the proposition till conclusive evidence is available.
Intuitions will doubtless run in various directions at this point. Critics of Pascal will argue that beliefs ought to aim at truth not benefit, and that the benefits of my believing the proposition in question have n o bearing whatsoever on its truth and thus on its believability. Defenders of Pascal will argue that prudential considerations rationally justify belief in the proposition that it will rain in Los Angeles on A.D. 25 April 2031.
But fortunately the question of whose intuitions are correct will not turn out to be crucial. A closer look at one of the points Pascal frequently makes in the Wager argument shows how his doctrine can be defended. Note how frequently Pascal insists that wagering for or against God is not optional. 'You must wager', he says, 'it is not optional...you must of necessity choose ... you are forced to play. 'Pascal even has his imagined interlocutor object against those who wager: 'I blame them for having made, not this choice, but a choice...The true course is not to wager at all. 'But Pascal's answer to this is that we are not free not to wager. There are only two options here, 'God is, or He is not'. Whatever you do, even if you decide not to decide, you will be wagering for one option or the other. You cannot not wager.
William James calls this sort of situation a forced option.12 If an option is a situation where I am asked to choose between two alternatives x and y, an avoidable option is one where it is possible for me to avoid t he offered choice by opting for some third alternative z. James' example is, 'Either call my theory true or call it false '. This option is avoidable because it is possible for me to decide not to decide whether to call it true or to call it false; I can decide not to call the theory anything at all. A forced option, on the other hand, faces a person with a dilemma based on a perfect disjunction; there is no available third alternative. It follows that choice for one of the offered alternatives is unavoidable. James' example is, 'Either accept this truth or go without it'. Here there is no third alternative because if I decide not to decide, if I decide to remain undecided whether to accept this truth or go without it, I will go without it. The point is not so much psychological as logical and pragmatic. One can, of course, decide not to decide in the case of a forced option, but the consequences will be identical to those that would follow a conscious choice of one of the two alternatives. Suspension of judgement in cases of forced options is, as we might say, psychologically possible but pragmatically impossible. In effect, suspension of judgement constitutes a choice of one of the two alternatives.
Although Pascal did not use the term 'forced option', it is clear that this is precisely what he intended with his language about 'you must wager', etc.13 Accordingly, we are now in a position to add a fifth criterion to our earlier analysis of Pascal's doctrine:
(5) p is one of the alternatives of a forced option.
The addition of this fifth criterion, I believe, successfully defends Pascal's doctrine against the ' ethics of belief' criticism that we have been discussing. For now there is no logical or pragmatic possibility of suspending judgement till conclusive evidence becomes available. And the following seems a reasonable principle: nothing that I am logically or pragmatically prevented from doing (in this case, suspending judgement) am I morally obligated to do. Accordingly, if reason is unable to determine the truth or falsity of p, and if it is in my interest to believe p, and if I can indirectly cause myself to believe p, and if I must decide either to believe p or not to believe p, then I am within my intellectual rights in taking steps designed to bring myself to believe p. l4
IV
Let me now turn to the third criticism of Pascal's doctrine. A pointed statement of it is found in William James:
We feel that a faith in masses and holy water adopted willfully after such a mechanical calculation would lack the inner soul of faith's reality; and if we were ourselves in the place of the Deity, we should probably take particular pleasure in cutting off believers of this pattern from their infinite rewarder.
In other words, even if Pascal's doctrine is true (in some situations we can cause ourselves to believe a proposition we do not presently believe), and even if in some cases it would be rational for us to follow Pascal's advice, in the specific case of faith in God the belief that would be produced in us would bear little resemblance to genuine religious faith. Pascal's recommended attitude -a kind of scheming, calculating regard for the potential rewards and punishments of the two possible wagers -seems irreligious. It is the sort of attitude we might recognize in professional gamblers or venture capitalists, but it is quite unlike the faith of genuine believers. For such people undeniably sense the presence of Go d in their lives; they love God disinterestedly; and they commit themselves wholeheartedly to the service of God and the welfare of others.
But this is a strange criticism. Pascal nowhere says that his is the only or even optimal route to faith. Indeed, in the Wager argument Pascal was clearly formulating a desperate, last ditch appeal to a certain kind of person, namely, a person who is perched precariously on the fence separating belief and unbelief. Perhaps this person's heart inclines her towards religion, but her passions or her intellectual scruples will not allow her to move in that direction. Thu s the Port Royal editors of the Pensees appended the following incisive note to the beginning of Section III (which contains Pensees 233): 'Nearly all that is contained in this chapter is for the use of certain persons who, not being convinced of the proofs of religion, and still less so of the reasons given by atheists for their lack of faith, remain in a state of suspense between faith and atheism. 16
Similarly, Pascal nowhere says that the inclination toward belief in God that his Wager recommends and the affirmation of the existence of God that his doctrine says we can cause ourselves to make constitute the full ness of religious faith. His hope doubtless was that they might grow into mature religious faith, into the kind of sure sense of the presence of God and disinterested love of God that we see in genuine believers.17 Will God be pleased by the calculating psychological egoism of the wagerer? In certain cases, perhaps not. We can easily imagine God being displeased by a person who comes to believe in God through Pascal's doctrine and whose faith never goes beyond the stage of shrewd self-regard or bare intellectual assent. But in other cases perhaps God will regard the actions and beliefs produced by the wager as essential first steps toward genuine religious faith. It seems clear that God does approve of Pascal's doctrine in those cases (if there are any) w here God subsequently grants the gift of faith, i.e. in cases where Pascal's doctrine leads to a mature, strong, and other regarding faith.
Is it possible that the kind of self-induced belief in God that we are considering would be short-lived ? Or more short-lived than belief produced by evidence? We might be tempted to think so. Suppose there is a person Jones who has succeeded, through the sorts of techniques recommended by Pascal, in making himself believe in God. It is easy to imagine Jones later lapsing into doubt. Of course anybody who believes in God, or perhaps anybody who believes in anything, or perhaps even anybody who believes in anything for any reason, can later come to doubt. But people like Jones do seem uniquely subject to this nagging thought: ' The reason that I believe in God is not because it is evident or probable that God exists, but because of a process of self-hypnosis, which is probably not a good reason to believe. But, as noted, an enduring faith in God was clearly what Pascal was trying to produce; if Jones' success in producing belief is only temporary, Pascal would doubtless take Jones to be a person for whom his doctrine h ad failed. What Pascal was presumably envisioning was this: people who follow his advice and indirectly cause themselves to believe in God will later have confirming experiences that will reduce their doubt, strengthen their faith, and lead them to certainty.18 Perhaps he meant that people who take an initial step toward God will be rewarded by God, for then God will be unmistakably revealed to them through religious experience. When that happens, Pascal's doctrine, and the strategies Pascal recommends, w ill no longer be needed. Such people will then believe not because they want to believe or because they have (under the right conditions) acted as if they believed, but because they are rationally convinced. V Accordingly, Pascal's doctrine can be defended against all three of the objections to it that we have considered. It is possible in some cases for us to cause ourselves to come to believe. In some cases it might be perfectly rational for us to do so. And to do so might well be a religiously appropriate thing for us to do. Let me return to people like my friend Peter who would like to believe but who cannot. If the problem isas I assume -typically spiritual rather than intellectual in nature, the question is: Can a piece of philosophical theology like Pascal's Wager ever be helpful in such cases? Should theologians or Christian philosophers ever recommend to people like Peter that they follow Pascal's advice? Let me confess that I would not feel comfortable in so recommending, not at least if Pascal's advice about ' acting as if you believed ' were interpreted as a piece of pretenses There is something unsavoury about recommending hypocrisy of any sort. So if the advice involved, or were taken involve, trying to fool other people (or even oneself) into thinking that one is a believer, I would be reluctant to give such advice.
Perhaps most theologians and Christian philosophers would be much more likely to suggest (as I did suggest to Peter) that such persons: ( I ) pray for the gift of faith; (2) strive to find satisfactory answers to the questions that cause them to doubt; and (3) learn to doubt their doubts. But Pascal's advice to take the holy water and have masses said need not be interpreted as a recommendation for hypocrisy. We can envision a religious sceptic (who desperately wants to believe) accepting Pascal's advice-i.e. doing her best to behave as sincerely religious people behave-without trying to fool anyone. She would presumably be honest both with herself and with anyone who asked the relevant questions. She would admit that she does not believe and is trying to find her way to faith. She would candidly say: I am trying to behave as sincere Christians behave because I am hoping to learn how to believe.
If such a person asked me whether she should follow Pascal's advice (interpreted in this way), I would say: ' Yes, if you want to do so, you should. Pascal's doctrine is philosophically and theologically sound. But most importantly, you should hope, and pray, that God grant you the gift of faith. 19
